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Solution overview

The Purchase to Pay Portal gives your organisation the way in which you can collaborate with suppliers, 
between functions in your organisation and more importantly giving you and your suppliers access to 
B2BE’s range of well crafted Purchase to Pay (P2P) solutions which are all tailored to automate, streamline 
and manage your supply chain. 

The Purchase to Pay Portal allows you to setup suppliers so they can access their documents, use Web EDI 
solution, manage their own users and much more. While the solution also means complex retail or branch 
networks can also be setup to give them greater visibility and control of their supply chain processes and 
automation.
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P2P solution access
The Purchase to Pay Portal gives users access to all the B2BE P2P cloud based solutions in a single solution which 
is profile driven to ensure users only see what they should see and more importantly what they need.

Secure access and P2P user management
Permissions mean you can add suppliers, your branch or retail network and restrict what they access and can see 
to give everyone visibility of the solution to get better buy in. In fact, users can manage the setup of their own users 
and groups if required.

Organisation branding
The Purchase to Pay Portal can be branded to reflect your organisations’ online look and feel and it can be 
accessed from your website, intranet or it can operate as a stand alone system. Either way, users will feel like 
they’re using your own tools and solutions.

Document visibility
All the documents and transaction sets are available via the Purchase to Pay Portal which means all parties to the 
transactions have visibility of all documents that relate to them and also the documents that relate to one another 
to create a P2P transaction.

P2P audit tools
All the B2BE solutions are auditable to ensure that any action can be recorded and reviewed at a later date if 
required. See who’s configured what and when, which documents they’ve interacted with or viewed and all the 
access logs.
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Collaborative P2P environment
Collaborate in real time with your suppliers and organisation to speed-up your P2P processes and 
collaborate more easily to ensure what you order and receive and pay for all align in the most efficient 
way possible.

Single business tool
Having a window into your P2P processes for your organisation, your branch or retail network, suppliers 
and any other related parties means everything is in one place and you don’t need to flip from one 
system to another to find the information you need.

Powerful P2P tools
All B2BE’s P2P solutions and tools are highly configurable, cloud based and easy to use which means the 
solutions can be tailored not only to the industry your organisation is in or services but more specifically 
to your organisation, your users and suppliers.

What you can achieve with B2BE's Procure to Pay 
Portal solution 

B2BE delivers electronic supply chain solutions globally, helping organisations to better manage their supply chain processes, providing greater levels of visibility, 

auditability and control. We’re driven by a passion for what we do, inspired by innovation, and underpinned by a wealth of knowledge. With over 20+ years of 

experience, the B2BE teams operate worldwide. 

For more information, visit www.b2be.com
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